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Bandmill-line with merry go round  and edger optimizer

HEINOLA SAWLINES REFLECTING 
THE NEEDS OF DEVELOPING 
SAWMILL INDUSTRY

HEINOLA Sawline solutions contain the basic elements for sev-
eral customer-oriented implementation models. The variable 
factors may be the raw material base, production quantity, 
existing facilities, or the special demands of the cus-
tomers market. 

HEINOLA has provided numerous production 
plants to suit the varying cultures and mar-
kets of its customers. Deliveries for these dif-
ferent conditions have resulted in really ver-
satile solutions and given us a good under-
standing of how the basic products need to 
be adapted. 

For the main elements in constructing the lines, 
HEINOLA uses its own reliable machine units and 
automation. The foundation of the product range are chip-
ping canters, band saws, circular saws, profiling units and au-

Bandmills 
Circular Saws

Profiling
Board Edging

tomatic edging machines. HEINOLA Automation provides its 
own sawmill pattern support systems, measuring devices, op-
timizations, curvesawing and line automation.

HEINOLA SAWMILL SOLUTIONS program starts 
with a merry go round sawing line, equipped 

with one edger optimizer. Many entrepreneurs 
have begun their production by modern saw-
ing technology using this line solution. As 
the market situation changes, the solution is 
easily expandable into a straight sawing line 
with higher production capacity.

The most up-to-date and streamlined HEINOLA 
Sawline is a full profiling solution. This line is fit-

ted with an automatic log rotating system and side 
board optimization for both first and second cut.

Required area for the layout 15 x 57 m

Capacity for one shift app.
40 000 m3 / year

1. Chipper Canter
2. Quand Bandmill 
3. Optimizing Edger
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Between those two extremes, dozens of different HEINOLA 
Sawline solutions can be implemented. Here we show a few 
representative models. We have been using elements such as 
these to create tools for success in the sawmill industry for sev-
eral decades now – for consolidated companies and private 
enterprises, for large companies and small ones.

Please feel free to select from our solutions presented here 
to form a basic concept for your own HEINOLA Sawline or 
its adaptation. We can then think together about the details 
and combine them into the line of your choice, tailored to 
your needs.

EFFICIENT  –  RELIABLE  –  HIGH YIELD

Circular saw line with curvesawing, edger optimizer and profiling unit

Capacity for one shift app.
100 000 m3 / year

1. Chipper Canter
2. Circular Headrig
3. Chipper Canter
4. Cant Scanner

Required area for the layout 14 x 87 m

5. Secondary Profiler
6. Rotary Gang
7. Optimizing Edger

Required area for the layout 18 x 90 m

Circular saw line with curvesawing and edger optimizers

Solution with two rotary gangs gives more 
flexibility in second cut. Capacity for one 
shift app. 125 000 m3 / year

1. Chipper Canter
2. Circular Headrig
3. Chipper Canter

4. Rotary Gang
5. Rotary Gang
6. Two Optimizing Edgers
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Circular saw line with curvesawing, fullprofiling

Capacity for one shift app.
150 000 m3 / year

1. Chipper Canter
2. Chipper Canter
3. Secondary Profiler
4. Circular Headrig

Required area for the layout 12 x 100 m

5. Cant Scanner
6. Secondary Profiler
7. Rotary Gang

Required area for the layout 22 x 100 m

Bandmill-line with edger optimizers

Capacity for one shift app.
160 000 m3 / year

1. Chipper Canter
2. Quad Bandmill
3. Chipper Canter

4. Quad Bandmill
5. Triple Bandmill
6. Three Optimizing Edgers



Symbols and cutting units 

Chipper canter

Profiling unit

Bandmill or Circular saw

Edger
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”In HEINOLA sawing lines, automation and optimizing systems are an integral part of profit-
able solutions. Consultations with customers, and experience linked to innovation, are basic 
to our operations. We at HEINOLA believe that although the world is changing, it is possible 
to find competitive solutions.”

Juha Ropilo, Technical Manager

Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc • P.O.Box 24, FIN-18101 Heinola, FINLAND 
Tel. +358 3 848 411, fax +358 3 848 4301 • www.heinolasm.com

HEINOLA SAWMILL SOLUTIONS
SAWLINES • EDGERS • LUMBER HANDLING •

DRyING kILNS • CHIPPERS • AUTOMATION • SERVICE 


